Turkish author of world literature (after Pamuk), and of his work as a national cultural product of exportation, the articles in this issue contextualize and critically examine such local and global appropriations. They do not make claims to authentic "local" literary categories or hold his work up to the global standards of readability; instead, in their variety and originality, they aspire to create an attentive and continuing dialogue that suggests a healthy future for Tanpınar studies.
Ahmed Hamdi Tanpınar, born in 1901 , bore witness to a series of momentous historical events, including the fall of the Ottoman Empire, the British invasion of Istanbul, the Independence War, and the replacement of the Monarch by the Turkish Republic, as well as an exhaustive series of reforms from government structures to everyday life practices, and two World Wars. He became a professor of nineteenth-century Turkish literature at Istanbul University, where he remained until his death in 1962. Two years before his death, Tanpınar wrote "Letter to the Youth from Antalya," addressed to a high school student, and considered to be his literary manifesto. In this letter, he lists his two main influences: the prominent poet (and Tanpınar's mentor) Yahya Kemal, who taught him to "appreciate the old poetry," and who developed the idea of "perfection" and "sublime language" in modern poetry, and, secondly and most importantly, French symbolism. Tanpınar names Baudelaire, Mallarmé, and Valéry, as well as Hoffman, Poe, Goethe, Bergson, and Proust, as main influences on his writing. 6 Standing at the crossroads of the Ottoman literary tradition, modern Turkish poetry, and European modernism, Tanpınar incorporates this multiplicity in his writing and considers this condition of in-betweeness with an exilic consciousness (daüssıla) 7 as an essential component of Turkish literary modernity.
While recent translations provide a thorough introduction for Anglophone readers to this formative figure in modern Turkish literature, critical treatment of his work in English is limited. As for criticism in Turkey, until recently it has offered few assessments that supplant the "classic" reading of Tanpınar, which casts him as the exemplary traditionalist figure in modern Turkish literature. The appreciation of his work in the light of modernization tended to stop at a general idea of synthesis between the republican present and the imperial past, and, ergo, Western and Eastern civilizations. Tanpınar himself was aware of such dry characterizations of his work. In a diary entry, disappointed by the reception of his work in the highly politicized and polarized intellectual climate of the 1950s, he wrote:
It is strange that they give my works only a cursory reading, and both camps interpret them in their own way. According to the right, I tilt to the left due to my committed works, namely A Mind at Peace and Five Cities. According to the left, because I talk about call to prayers, Turkish music, and our own history, I am on the right, although not a racist. 8 In recent years a small body of outstanding material has emerged on his work, offering a valuable contribution to our changing vision of Tanpınar. 9 This collection complements the new Tanpınar studies by bringing together a diverse range of contributions that critically engage with Tanpınar's fiction, historiography, aesthetics, and social thought. As Nurdan Gürbilek argues in this volume, "one has to be able to see the two Tanpınars at once, see the uncertainty at the source of good literature." 10 In light of Tanpınar's multiple and contradictory identities, a dialectical approach is necessary to understand his work. This issue is itself a multiplicity of narratives both conflicting and converging with each other. This results from the very different questions asked by each contributor, as much as from the dialogic character of Tanpınar's oeuvre itself. What if we read the iterative returns of the past in his work not as an Oedipal/ Hamlet complex but through the image of youth, beauty, death, and madness in Ophelia? How is his ambivalent view of the past reflected in his historiography? What are the modernist elements fed by this ambivalence and madness in his late fiction? What are his affiliations with European modernism? What are the mystifications and self-orientalizations he resorts to in his masterpiece A Mind at Piece? How does the main female character of the novel, Nuran, subvert the esthetic nostalgia its protagonist Mümtaz persistently falls back on?
Tanpınar's work is structured by unresolved tensions between his idealized fantasies of wholeness, bound to the past and to an imagined unique national identity, and the simultaneous recognition that the past is always already lost, that the ideal can only be grasped in disjointed, fragmented pieces. Nurdan Gürbilek, in her seminal essay "Dead Spring, Blind Mirror, Lost East: Ophelia, Water, and Dreams," which first appeared in Turkish in 2001, 11 argues that the fundamental characteristic of Tanpınar's esthetic lies not in the figures of dead fathers, illustrious grandfathers, and martyrs of an idealized imperial past, but in that of the dead mother who turns the present into a house of mourning for a dead past, an ominous inheritance with a tyrannical face. The critic shows that Tanpınar's image repertoire gathers around Ophelia, rather than Hamlet, forming a chain throughout all of his works. Tanpınar's is an esthetic of loss, she demonstrates, the spring is dry, the mirror blind, the East is dead and the sultanate caique sank long ago. This is where his strengths and his weaknesses lie. The interplay between the fantasy of the past plenitude and esthetics of loss finds its expression in Tanpınar's literary historiography in terms of "complete" and "scattered" literary forms, as Veli Yashin shows. 12 He draws our attention to the "completeness," the integrity of literary form, that Tanpınar attributes to "Ottoman poetry" in The History of 19th Century Turkish Literature (XIX. Asır Türk Edebiyâtı Târîhi). Tanpınar approaches "old literature" as a single and singular civilizational complex that will be finally displaced and superseded by the historical narrative of the Tanzimat as Westernization. 13 The emergence of literary modernity in turn is depicted in terms of its "scattered elements" (dağınık unsurlar), "scattered experiments" (dağınık tecrübeler), and "shattered verses" (kırık dökük mısralar), which require the author's formal organization and historicizing appropriation.
The pervasiveness of Tanpınar's nostalgic tendencies in critical discourse has overshadowed his most powerful considerations on modernism. Despite his irresolvable nostalgia for an untouched past, Tanpınar approaches the problem of the past as a modernist: his works give expression to historical changes or traumas, and offer an esthetic alternative as a point of resistance to the instrumentality and alienation of modernity. In "'Free Spirited Clocks': Modernism, Temporality and Time Regulation Institute," Özen Nergis Dolcerocca draws our attention to modernist elements in Tanpınar's fiction, particularly in The Time Regulation Institute. 14 The essay provides a nuanced reading of the novel against conventional Tanpınar scholarship, which predominantly interprets the novel as a straightforward satire, and inserts it into an overdetermined philosophy of civilization attributed to the author. By foregrounding The Time Regulation Institute's modernist elements, the essay argues that Tanpınar's novel deemphasizes the idea of continuity with the Ottoman past in favor of a more critical and modernist approach. Sibel Irzık in "What if One Day Things go Mad?: The Unruly Objects of Tanpınar's Modernism" 15 argues that Tanpınar's writing, which most critics regard as the culmination of nearly a century of literary responses to Turkey's "contact with the West," is pivotal for considering the esthetically more complex ramifications of possession and dispossession. By looking at the roles objects play as symbols and remnants in his modernist "esthetics of loss," she shows how Tanpınar's writing dramatizes crises of personhood in relation to objects and what these crises reveal about the affective dimensions of "belated modernity." Kaitlin Staudt 16 offers a comparative reading of Tanpınar alongside Joyce, examining how the concepts of ellipses and paralysis in Tanpınar's "Yaz Gecesi" function similarly in James Joyce's short story "The Sisters." 17 Through foregrounding "resemblance" as a methodological concept, Staudt shows that Tanpınar forges important links to high modernist concerns about narrative's ability to contain cultural continuity while grounding them in and for the Turkish context.
Most of Tanpınar's work has been read as an expression of his cultural, social, and political thought. A Mind at Peace, which is considered a philosophical novel, specifically invites this interpretation. Özge Koçak, drawing on the novel as well as his journals, letters, and academic writings, argues that Tanpınar emerges as a self-orientalist in his identification with the notion of the rational Western intellectual that molds his perception of the past as well as of the East. 18 Koçak argues that Tanpınar treats the Ottoman past as a mystified and mystifying entity that can be integrated into modern life only as an object of pleasure. While his protagonists' longing for the past seems to hold the promise of creating continuity between traditions, they eventually long for the past as an object, a desire to possess the past and to become its master through putting it outside of time and reason. Elizabeth Nolte looks at the same novel and, contrary to Koçak, offers a dialogic reading, arguing that Mumtaz's idealized dreams of the past, which has been so often read as Tanpınar's thoughts, are undercut by the female character Nuran through her multifaceted female identity. 19 It is my hope that this special issue will stimulate an ongoing critical and transnational engagement with Tanpınar's work, placing him within the diverse writing practices and traditions in Turkey. I would like to thank the editorial board of Middle Eastern Literatures for agreeing to this special issue; the reviewers for their comments; the contributors for their generous collaboration; Nergis Ertürk for her insightful "Afterword"; and Michael Beard for his support, encouragement and timely advice during the various stages of this issue's preparation. I would also like to thank Metis Yayınları for allowing us to reprint Nurdan Gürbilek's piece in English and to Victoria Holbrook for her brilliant translation.
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